Dynamic yielding, shear thinning, and stress rheology of polymer-particle suspensions and gels.
The nonlinear rheological version of our barrier hopping theory for particle-polymer suspensions and gels has been employed to study the effect of steady shear and constant stress on the alpha relaxation time, yielding process, viscosity, and non-Newtonian flow curves. The role of particle volume fraction, polymer-particle size asymmetry ratio, and polymer concentration have been systematically explored. The dynamic yield stress decreases in a polymer-concentration- and volume-fraction-dependent manner that can be described as apparent power laws with effective exponents that monotonically increase with observation time. Stress- or shear-induced thinning of the viscosity becomes more abrupt with increasing magnitude of the quiescent viscosity. Flow curves show an intermediate shear rate dependence of an effective power-law form, becoming more solidlike with increasing depletion attraction. The influence of polymer concentration, particle volume fraction, and polymer-particle size asymmetry ratio on all properties is controlled to a first approximation by how far the system is from the gelation boundary of ideal mode-coupling theory (MCT). This emphasizes the importance of the MCT nonergodicity transition despite its ultimate destruction by activated barrier hopping processes. Comparison of the theoretical results with limited experimental studies is encouraging.